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@TimInHonolulu

1.@JanCBS you and @CBSNews gave free air time to
someone who is clearly at war against the rule of law and
you did not challenge any of his absurd well-planned
propaganda themes. You just sat there clearly unprepared
to interview a former CIA

2. officer who is preparing to expose all of the west's intelligence assets to a

compromised president who already exposed assets to the Russians. If you were

picked for this assignment with any input from Barr or the DOJ you should take no

pride in that because Barr

3. clearly benefited from your slow-pitch leading questions and absurd fireside

setting that were more suitable for an interview of a TV personality than a dangerous

religious zealot who was the subject of a criminal investigation for his role in a

presidential cover ups in 1992.

4. CBS is barely recognizable. It has devolved from the great news organization of

Murrow, Cronkite and @DanRather to a propaganda organ. Reading the transcript

made me even more fearful for the survival of the Republic than I have been since I

spotted Trump, an obvious Russian

5. asset, rising to the top of the 2016 GOP candidates. An example is the discussion of

Huber and the outrageous politically motivated investigation of the origins of the

counterintelligence investigation and Hillary Clinton. You did not appear to even care

that Barr

6. said Huber had not pursued anything so he gave to another prosecutor and clearly

hoped it would be "brought to fruition." You and CBS can attempt to redeem

yourselves by exposing Barr's past cover up conduct at the end of the Reagan and

Bush administrations.

7. Ask the @CIA for a copy of my late brother John Hogan's BNL Task Force

investigation report. #IraqGate. Barr covered up Reagan & Bush41 arming Saddam

Hussein with WMD. Barr's @TheJusticeDept says they never heard of it and it likely

has information that would be

8. valuable kompromat for the Russians who know what Reagan and Bush did

because Saddam was their asset. Here is a link to my January 15, 2019 report on Barr

and the report.
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3.  an unclassified version of his report. He never did. He never 
discussed it after it was submitted and I presume it was never 
declassified.  John died last year. Here is Merrick Garland on 
John as counselor to the Attorney General. youtu.be/IQLfr-
Ln2RM
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